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  What to Expect on Privacy in 2024 [3]  

  ma, 01/29/2024 - 16:16  

To help mark the occasion of Data Privacy Day 2024, BSA’s global policy experts around the world
share their perspectives on what privacy developments to watch for this year. Read More >> [4]

The post What to Expect on Privacy in 2024 [3] first appeared on BSA TechPost [2].
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  Why AI? Dropbox’s Bart Volkmer on Reimagining the Way We Work [6]  

  ma, 01/29/2024 - 16:06  

In this submission, Dropbox CLO Bart Volkmer writes about Dropbox Dash, a new AI-powered
universal search engine that connects across popular workplace apps to improve customer
efficiency. Read More >> [7]

The post Why AI? Dropbox’s Bart Volkmer on Reimagining the Way We Work [6] first appeared on 
BSA TechPost [2].
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  Implementation of Executive Order to Set Pace for US Policy on AI [8]  

  wo, 01/24/2024 - 18:03  

The pace of policymaking on artificial intelligence in the US will tick up sharply in the coming weeks,
as more of the deadlines in President Joe Biden’s executive order on AI come due. Read More >> [9]

The post Implementation of Executive Order to Set Pace for US Policy on AI [8] first appeared on BSA
TechPost [2].
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